CENTRAL
OHIO FOLK
FESTIVAL

WORKSHOPS

HIGHBANKS METRO PARK

Festival at:
/ Big Meadows area 9466
Columbus Pike, Lewis Center, OH 43035
Festival is held the first full weekend in May
Festival Hours: Sat. 10:30am – 9:30pm / Sun. 10:30am – 5:30pm

30+ MUSIC WORKSHOPS – with something for everyone
There will no longer be a separate fee for the workshops. We
will have donation tents positioned at the entrance. All festival
entrants are encouraged to donate. Your generous $$ support
makes all of this possible!

IN SUMMARY – workshops for the very

beginner (with some loaner instruments
available): guitar, ukulele, harp, rhythm bones,
and more . . .
– Advanced Beginner to Intermediate and
Advanced workshops covering guitar, fiddle,
dulcimer, mandolin, and more . . .
– Songwriting workshops and even a couple
where you can bring your kids!
– Other topics: song arranging, how to jam,
fundamentals of playing in a band, how to play a
cigar box guitar and much, much more . . . !
For a complete listing of all festival events and times, see
Schedule (festival home page) or download at:
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org/schedule-of-events

STAFFED INSTRUMENT STORAGE TENT . . . available both days if

you want to attend concerts and/or any other events. Visit
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org/festival for details on
the many other festival activities. All workshops listed include
scheduled times and locations. Short bios on our presenters
begin on page 11.

SATURDAY WORKSHOPS

KEY: BEG = for beginners; ADV BEG = advanced beginners;
INT = intermediate level; ADV = advanced players; ALL = all levels.
Workshops last 50 minutes.

SATURDAY NOON
Irish Fiddle Ornamentation: Adding Character to Your
Playing – Tyler Moore
This workshop will present different ornaments in Irish
fiddling and teach you different ways to use these ornaments
to add sophistication and authenticity to your playing.
INT, ADV – Tent 1
Songwriting with Kids – Bring the Kids! Phil Hart
(Performer, Sour Cherry Pie)
The workshop will cover the basics of building a song from
scratch: theme, words (rhyme or no rhyme), melody, meter,
style, etc. Participants (both kids and their parents) will write a
song or two together. BEG – Tent 2
Guzheng for Beginners – Joanna Li (Performer)
In this workshop participants will learn about the history of
the guzheng, a traditional Chinese string instrument. This
workshop will showcase traditional and modern pieces played
by both solo artists and an ensemble. BEG – Tent 3

SATURDAY 1:00 PM
Getting Started on the Ukulele – Deborah Van Kleef
Exactly what we do will depend on the level of experience of
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those who attend, including those who have no experience at
all. It’s easy to get started
on ukulele! Participants
will learn two or three
basic chords, along with
practice techniques for
strengthening chord
playing. We’ll do some
basic strumming and play
some simple, familiar
songs. A few loaner ukes will be available – bring your own
too! BEG – Tent 1
Latin Songs and Percussion for Kids – Bring the Kids!
Bee Shuman and Roger Parish (Performer, Bee Humana)
The members of Bee Humana will expand your knowledge
of Latin American and African music and culture, help you
develop your group performance skills, and suggest new and
interesting percussive patterns. They’ll teach some songs with
Spanish lyrics. This workshop is for kids and adults. (Some
loaner percussion instruments will be available—bring
your own too.) BEG – Tent 2
Introduction to Bluegrass Jamming – George Welling and
Fred Staunton
Have you ever wanted to try a bluegrass or other folk music
jam? This workshop is your chance to learn what’s involved.
Two experienced local jammers (and certified instructors!)
will introduce the essentials of bluegrass jamming. If you can
switch between G, C, D, and A chords, you’re ready! Bring your
instrument and join the fun. BEG, ADV BEG – Tent 3

SATURDAY 2:00 PM
Learn to Play Rhythm Bones – Emily Slomovits (Performer,
Billy & Emily)
Got rhythm? Put it to use playing the ancient percussion
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instrument, the bones. (Today, these are mostly made of
hardwood.) You’ll learn how to hold and shake the bones to
add percussion effects to any type of music. (Some loaner
bone sets will be available, and some will be for sale in the
merchandise tent. Bring your own too.) ALL – Tent 1
Introduction to Swedish Nyckelharpa (all instruments
welcome) – Genelle Denzin
The Swedish “key harp” is an ancient stringed folk instrument
with bowed strings stopped by small pressed keys. Drone
strings add resonance. Geared for the beginner (or future)
nyckelharpa player, this workshop will cover nyckelharpa
tuning, how to hold the instrument, and other basics.
Attendees will learn a simple Swedish folk tune. If you do not
have a nyckelharpa, but are interested in learning a Swedish
tune, you can bring any melody instrument and join in. A
loaner nyckelharpa will be available in the tent.
ALL – Tent 2
Songwriting and Song Development as a Group – The Way
Down Wanderers (Headline Performer)
This year’s festival
headliners take you inside
a music group to find out
how songs get written,
developed, and arranged.
If you play in a band (or
want to), touring pros
will offer tips on building
a repertoire of original
songs. ALL – Tent 3

SATURDAY 3:00 PM
Act Natural: Tips to Improve Your Fiddling – Tyler
MooreFiddle instructor
Tyler Moore will use his extensive knowledge of classical violin
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technique to help you get better tone, rhythm, and pitch,
no matter your style. His eclectic interests include old-time,
bluegrass, Celtic, klezmer, jazz, and zydeco. Bring your fiddle
(or borrow one of ours) and prepare to get better!
ALL – Tent 1
Playing Music in Hospitals and Nursing Homes – John
Morgan
Full-time musician and guitar teacher John Morgan is
also Artist-in-Residence at Riverside Methodist Hospital
in Columbus, where he sings regularly at the bedside of
oncology patients and others. More and more people
are finding that sharing their musical gifts with others in
healthcare settings is a valuable and rewarding pastime. Learn
more about this type of musical outreach and hear some of
John’s stories about healing, comfort, and connection.
ALL – Tent 2
House Concerts: Past, Present, and Future – Thom and Jan
McCain
Two long-time hosts of house concerts in their Clintonville
home will share what they’ve learned about this intimate and
exciting form of music presentation. They’ll explore choosing
and booking artists, scheduling, building an audience, and
preparing and cleaning up, in addition to addressing money
and legal issues. They will also address what comes next for
house concerts in the era of COVID. ALL – Tent 3

SATURDAY 4:00 PM
Folk Guitar for Beginners – Jeff Putnam
Learn the basics of folk guitar: holding a flat pick, playing four
essential chords (G, C, D, Em), and using a versatile strum. We’ll
put these elements together to play a well-known song. A few
loaner guitars will be available – bring your own too! BEG,
ADV BEG – Tent 1
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Essential Mandolin Skills – Hayes Griffin (Performer, Adam
Schlenker & Hayes Griffin)
Touring musician, teacher, and faculty member of Denison
University’s American Roots music faculty, Hayes Griffin will
offer his insights into the rhythm and lead techniques modern
mandolinists need. Focus will be on good practice routines,
ear training skills, and the foundations of proper right/left
hand technique. ALL – Tent 2
Flatpick/Bluegrass Guitar: More Creative Breaks, Solos, and
Tunes – Adam Schlenker (Performer, Adam Schlenker &
Hayes Griffin)
Roots music musician, composer, teacher, and coordinator
of Denison University’s American Roots music faculty, Adam
Schlenker promises to help improve your technique and help
you deliver cleaner, faster playing, more creative solos and
improvisations, and better understanding of the structure of a
musical break. ALL – Tent 3

SATURDAY 5:00 PM
Getting Started on the Ukulele – Deborah Van Kleef
Exactly what we do will depend on the level of experience of
those who attend, including those who have no experience
at all. It’s easy to get started on ukulele! Participants will learn
two or three basic chords, along with practice techniques for
strengthening chord playing. We’ll do some basic strumming
and play some simple, familiar songs. (A few loaner ukes will
be available – bring your own too!) This is the same workshop
given at 1 PM Saturday. BEG – Tent 1
Land-Based Songwriting: Connecting Place and Music –
Elexa Dawson (Performer)
In this workshop you will learn to make creative connections
between place and song. We’ll explore how to go deeper in
honoring the land that sustains us and those who steward it.
ALL – Tent 2
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Songwriting:
Harnessing Ideas
and Getting
Unstuck – Lucy
Clabby and Shane
McLaughlin
(Performer, Buffalo
Rose)
Lucy and Shane of Buffalo Rose will discuss how to generate
ideas and develop concepts for songs, impart their strategies
for play and discovery, and how to write songs that say what
you mean. Critically, they’ll also offer a road map for getting
unstuck and moving on productively. ALL – Tent 3

SUNDAY WORKSHOPS

KEY: BEG = for beginners; ADV BEG = advanced beginners;
INT = intermediate level; ADV = advanced players; ALL = all levels.
Workshops last 50 minutes.

SUNDAY 11:00 AM
Hymn/Gospel/Spiritual Sing-Along – Bill Schilling
A Central Ohio Folk Festival tradition returns! Sing songs that
many people have grown up with, heard in religious contexts,
or learned at other events. Song lyrics and guitar chord sheets
will be available. Bring the kids! ALL – Tent 3

SUNDAY NOON
Learn Native American Flute – Linda Sigismondi
This beginner’s workshop is for those interested in starting a
journey on the Native American-style flute. We will begin with
a legend on how the Native American flute came into being,
then look at some basics, such as the minor pentatonic scale,
and some simple ornaments. Different examples of flutes will
be demonstrated. Several (sanitized) flutes will be available
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for use, but if you have your own you are welcome to bring it.
BEG – Tent 1
Traditional Country Music – Howard and Judy Sacks
This workshop will explore the roots of early country music
with two long-time musicians and historians of traditional
American folk music. You’ll hear fiddle tunes, cowboy songs,
family harmonies, and country blues by such names as the
Carter Family, Jimmie Rodgers, and the Blue Sky Boys. Howard
and Judy will also discuss how Ohio musicians influenced the
early country music industry and the connections between
folk traditions and popular music. ALL – Tent 2
Beginning Melody Autoharp – Bill Schilling (Performer)
This workshop will help participants understand how to find
melodies for playing leads on the autoharp. Participants will
be instructed on how to play by ear and how to find notes
based on written music, leading to an understanding of how
chord bars are related to the notes of the scale. A few loaner
autoharps will be available - bring your own too!
ADV BEG – Tent 3

SUNDAY 1:00 PM
Come and Try the Folk Harp – Rachel Clemente (Performer,
Rachel Clemente & Dan Houghton)
In this workshop, you’ll learn about playing the folk harp.
Focus will be on hand position and other basic techniques.
Then, using these newly learned skills, attendees will learn a
simple traditional Scottish melody. No previous experience
necessary! Several loaner harps will be available.
BEG – Tent 1
Anti-War Songs of the ‘60s: Reflecting History – Bill Cohen
(Performer, The Folk Ramblers)
As participants sing these songs together, they will feel the
energy these anti-war songs gave to the peace movement of
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the 1960s. They will also learn how, surprisingly, many of the
best-known anti-war songs were written before the U.S. sent
hundreds of thousands of troops to Vietnam. ALL – Tent 2
Folk Guitar for Beginners – Jeff Putnam
Learn the basics of
folk guitar: holding a
flat pick, playing four
essential chords (G,
C, D, Em), and using a
versatile strum. We’ll
put these elements
together to play a
well-known song. A
few loaner guitars
will be available –
bring your own too! This is the same workshop given at 4 PM
Saturday. BEG, ADV BEG – Tent 3

SUNDAY 2:00 PM
Playing the Cigar Box Guitar – Hugh Farthing
Attendees will learn the basics of playing a cigar box guitar as
well as a couple of songs. Bring your own cigar box guitar or
use one of our loaners.
ALL – Tent 1
The Role of Music in Social Change – Paisha Thomas
(Performer, Bridges to Wonderland)
This workshop will discuss storytelling through song
as a way of providing the culture with music for social
justice movements. Participants will examine the lives and
achievements of various musicians who have contributed to
social justice movements and cooperate to write a song about
a social justice issue. ALL – Tent 2
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Mindful Songwriting: Creating Meaningful Songs – Katy
Oberle (Performer)
Participants will learn how to integrate creative mindfulness
practices into their songwriting process to craft meaningful
lyrics and melodies. We’ll discuss songwriter Mary Gauthier’s
challenge for songsmiths to be vulnerable, brave, and true.
Katy will lead mindfulness exercises to awaken your innate
creativity. ALL – Tent 3

SUNDAY 3:00 PM
Song Arranging and Reimagining – Billy King and Emily
Slomovits (Performer, Billy & Emily)
Join these two performers to venture outside your musical
comfort zone. Find new ways to interpret the songs of others
as well as your own creations. They will demonstrate creative
interpretations of songs in a variety of styles to help inspire
you to explore new possibilities. ALL – Tent 1
Playing Harmony on the Mountain Dulcimer – Linda
Sigismondi
In this workshop participants will start with a simple song and
learn how to make harmonies using octaves, thirds, and fifths.
Rounds will also be explored as a method of harmonizing
(DAD tuning). ADV BEG, INT – Tent 2
Fundamentals of Playing in a Band – Adam Schlenker &
Hayes Griffin (Performer)
This hands-on workshop will explore ways to develop a
strong rhythm section, layer parts to create a more complex
sound, and understand the job of each instrument and band
member. Open to all string band-style instruments and
singers. ADV BEG, INT – Tent 3
SPECIAL NOTE: Due to unforeseen circumstances, Butch Ross
(previously listed in our printed materials), in not able to be a
workshop presenter at the 2022 Central Ohio Folk Festival.
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WORKSHOP PRESENTERS

THE WAY DOWN WANDERERS (Peoria, IL) Headline
Performer www.thewaydownwanderers.com
The Way Down Wanderers are a five-piece Americana band
from Peoria, IL. They have entertained audiences in North
America and Europe with their high-energy music on guitar,
bass, banjo, fiddle, percussion, and mandolin.
BEE HUMANA (Columbus, OH) Performer www.facebook.
com/beehumanamusic/
Bee Humana is original, traditional, and performs mostly in
Spanish. Bee Shuman (voice & guitar) migrated to Columbus
from Lexington, VA by way of Valencia, Spain and teaches
Spanish at Columbus State Community College. Roger Parish
(trumpet & flute) teaches all levels of many instruments at
Parish Musical Arts Conservatory.
LUCY CLABBY and SHANE McLAUGHLIN of BUFFALO ROSE
(Pittsburgh, PA) Performer www.buffalorosemusic.com 		
buffalorosemusic@gmail.com
Lucy and Shane have been writing songs and teaching their
craft for a combined twenty years, developing a fruitful cowriting relationship over the past five years as Buffalo Rose.
Most recently, they have co-written several songs with Tom
Paxton, released on their EP “Rabbit”.”
RACHEL CLEMENTE (Brattleboro, VT) Performer
www.rachelclementeharpist.com
This New England-based Scottish
folk harpist is a graduate of the Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland in Glasgow.
She currently performs and teaches
across the US at workshops and
gatherings such as the Washington Area
Folk Harp Getaway, the Ohio Scottish
Arts School, and SummerKeys.
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BILL COHEN (Columbus, OH) Performer www.facebook.
com/billcohensings BillCohen@columbus.rr.com
Bill Cohen has been singing folk songs for 58 years. His
frequent concerts often mix music and history, showing how
songs reflected the turbulent 1960s and emboldened early
civil rights protestors. Other serious concert themes include
growing older, facing death/celebrating life, feeling gratitude,
and romantic love.
ELEXA DAWSON (Emporia, KS) Performer
www.elexadawson.com
Elexa Dawson, a citizen of
the Potawatomi Nation,
creates community-focused
Americana music with a
connection to the land.
Her debut album, “Music
is Medicine,” has been
nominated for five Native
American Music Awards. She’s placed two songs on the
SiriusXM Indigenous Music Top Ten list.
GENELLE DENZIN (Reynoldsburg, OH) ghdenzin@gmail.com
Originally from Louisiana, Genelle is a fiddler, nyckelharpa
player, mom of three, and a data analyst. Genelle has been
learning nyckelharpa for 4 years and volunteers her data
analyst skills for the American Nyckelharpa Association.
HUGH FARTHING (Columbus, OH)
Hugh is a retired schoolteacher, musician, woodworker, and
long-time member of the Columbus Folk Music Society. He
agrees with philosopher and psychologist William James, who
wrote, “I don’t sing because I’m happy; I’m happy because I
sing,” and Maria Von Trapp, who said, “Music—what a powerful
instrument! What a mighty weapon!”
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HAYES GRIFFIN (Columbus, OH) Performer
www.mandolinsecrets.com
Over the past 15 years, Hayes Griffin has toured extensively
with acts such as the April Verch Band and Newtown and has
taught workshops and camps in over 15 countries. Hayes is
currently a featured online instructor at Mandolin Secrets.com
and also teaches at Denison University in Granville, Ohio.
PHIL HART (Columbus, OH) Performer www.pahart.com
Phil started singing with kids as a camp counselor in 1969. His
first kid song collaboration, “My Duck, Fred,” was at a daycare
center in 1972. As an elementary-school teacher he wrote
numerous songs with students. Phil performs original music in
the Columbus duo Sour Cherry Pie.
BILLY KING and EMILY SLOMOVITS (Ann Arbor, MI)
Performer emilyslomovits.com billykingdom.com
Billy and Emily have performed and taught extensively
throughout the Midwest for many years. This folk duo brings
an imaginative perspective to classic songs by Paul Simon,
Joni Mitchell, and the Beatles, and to their vibrant original
material. They blend beautiful vocal harmonies with guitar,
banjo, fiddle, mandolin, and keyboard.
JOANNA LI (Columbus, OH) Performer
joanna.guzheng@gmail.com
Joanna Li is a Guzheng instructor and performer in Central
Ohio. She founded and directed the MuLan Guzheng
Ensemble, which is committed to the display and exchange
of Chinese culture through musical performance. She began
learning Guzheng when she was eight years old and went on
to major in Guzheng studies in China.
THOM and JAN McCAIN (Columbus, OH)
thommccain@gmail.com
Thom and Jan are both retired educators, and Thom performs
Irish and American folk music. Their “House Concerts at
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Glenbrook” in Columbus’s Clintonville neighborhood is a longrunning successful series.
TYLER MOORE (Worthington, OH) www.moorefiddle.com
Tyler Moore is a local fiddle player and teacher. He has been
teaching private lessons since 2002 and performing in the
Irish music world since 2009. Formerly of “Homeland” and
“Two2Many,” Tyler performs with the Irish duo “Dogwood
Road” and teaches from his home in Worthington.
JOHN MORGAN (Westerville, OH) www.morganguitar.com
John Morgan is a guitarist. He has released 12 CDs and 2
instructional DVDs and written Foundations for Great Guitar
Playing. Since 2001 John has been an Artist-in-Residence
for Ohio Health, where he regularly interacts with oncology
patients. He has given guitar workshops at Vineyard Columbus
and the McConnell Center.
KATY OBERLE (Columbus, OH) Performer
www.kaytoberlecreative.com
kayt@katyoberlecreative.com
Katy Oberle is a Columbusbased singer-songwriter and
psychotherapist-turned-creative
mindfulness coach. Her albums
Shine (2020) and Driftwood (2022)
explore kindness, gratitude,
love, interconnection, and selfcompassion, as well as the “dark
night of the soul.”
JEFF PUTNAM (Mt. Vernon, OH) putnamjeff@hotmail.com
Jeff Putnam has played guitar and other instruments in bands
in Ohio, Chicago, and Sweden for over 50 years in a variety of
styles, including folk, bluegrass, Celtic, Scandinavian, and rock/
pop. He provided the Roy Orbison vocals for north-central
Ohio’s leading (i.e., only) Traveling Wilburys tribute band.
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HOWARD and JUDY SACKS (Gambier, OH)
Howard and Judy Sacks are nationally known as scholars,
presenters, and performers of American folk music. They were
the 2008 recipients of the Ohio Heritage Fellowship Award for
their role in documenting and supporting Ohio folk arts. In
2014 they performed across China in a musical tour sponsored
by the US State Department.
SCHILLING, BILL (Salem, OH) Performer
www.billschilling.org
Bill Schilling has been a folk-style singer and multiinstrumentalist for over fi50fty years. Bill leads Dulci-More,
directs the Dulci-More Festival, coordinates Folk Music at
Weatherbury Farm, works with Folknet, Canton Folk Song
Society, Dulcimer Society of Trumbull County, and leads many
festival workshops.
ADAM SCHLENKER (Newark, OH) Performer
www.5thfretproductions.com
adamschlenker.5thfret@gmail.com
Adam Schlenker is an educator,
performer, and composer of
Acoustic American Roots Music
and Coordinator of American
Roots & Bluegrass Music Studies
at Denison University. Adam has
been featured in publications
like Flat Picking Guitar and
Bluegrass Unlimited and is an instructor at numerous music
camps including the Nashville Flat Pick Camps and Perry
Stenback International Guitar Camp (Denmark).
LINDA SIGISMONDI (Gallipolis, OH) lsigis@yahoo.com
Linda Sigismondi is a mountain dulcimer player and
folksinger. Her music includes traditional Appalachian tunes,
Celtic tunes, traditional and contemporary folk music, and
some original compositions that feature environmental
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themes. Linda organizes the music and workshops for the Fort
New Salem Dulcimer Festival and has taught workshops and
performed at many folk music festivals in WV, OH, KY, and NY.
EMILY SLOMOVITS (Ann Arbor, MI) Performer
www.emilyslomovits.com
Emily Slomovits is a Michigan musician, actor, and teacher.
She has been playing music professionally for over 15 years
with her dad and uncle (the duo Gemini), Billy King, and many
others. Emily teaches workshops and private lessons to all
ages in violin, voice, guitar, ukulele, and rhythm bones.
PAISHA THOMAS (Worthington, OH) Performer
PaishaD@gmail.com
Paisha has a degree in Human Resources Management
from Franklin University with a focus on adult learning and
development. She has taught corporate training sessions,
music, and songwriting for high school students, and the
art of justice for adult audiences. She performs frequently in
numerous venues in central Ohio.
DEBORAH VAN KLEEF (Cleveland Heights, OH)
dvankleef@igc.org
Deborah has taught guitar for 24 years and ukulele for 10
years, to beginners of all ages, at the Fairmount School of
Music in Cleveland Heights. She has performed at schools,
libraries, festivals, coffee houses and special events, primarily
in northeast Ohio for over 30 years, and is a regular on the
festival family stage.
GEORGE WELLING (Worthington, OH)
george.welling@gmail.com
George Welling has played guitar and bass and sung lead
and harmony with various bluegrass, Western Swing, and big
band music groups over four decades. He has been certified
a jam instructor by banjoist Peter Wernick’s organization. He’s
recently moved to Columbus from the Washington, DC, area.
He’ll be joined by Fred Staunton.

